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Roman Geographic Destiny 

 
Italy’s Geography 
If you look at a map, the Italian Peninsula seems a logical place for the emergence of a mighty Mediterranean 
empire. The boot-shaped peninsula juts south from Europe far into the Mediterranean. It also lies almost 
halfway between the eastern and western boundaries of the Mediterranean Sea. Italy’s physical features aided 
the growth of a powerful civilization. To the north, the peninsula was protected, though not isolated, by the high 
mountains of the Alps. To the south, east, and west, the sea provided both protection and a means of rapid 
transportation. Much of the peninsula had rich soil and a mild climate, able to support a large population. 
Source: “The Foundations of Rome”, Susan Ramirez, et al., World History: Human Legacy 
 
Rome Destined for Greatness 
It seems to me that Romulus (founder of Rome) must at the very beginning have [had] a divine intimation (hint 
from the gods) that the city would one day be the site and hearthstone of a mighty empire; for scarcely could a 
city placed upon any other site in Italy have more easily maintained our present widespread dominion. 
Source: Cicero, Roman Historian, On the Republic II.5, 51 BCE 
 

1. On the map above, put a star on the city of Rome, and circle the Italian Peninsula. Keep in mind that the 
Empire would not reach this size until much later in the story, so we are “looking ahead”. 



2. What made the location of the city of Rome so perfect for the eventual development of an empire that 
encompassed the entire Mediterranean world? 

 
 
 
 
 

3. According to Roman Historian Cicero, where must Romulus, legendary founder of Rome, have gotten the 
idea to build a city there? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Meet the Neighbors! 
• Italic applies to any of the peoples of Central Italy who 

spoke Italic languages, one of the sub-groups of the Indo-
European Language Family. 

• Latin applies to one of the Italic groups in Italy, living in 
the West-Central region of Latium, near Rome. 

• Etruscan applies to a non-Indo-European people who lived 
in Northern Italy, also near Rome, who had developed a 
more advanced civilization through contact with Greeks. 

• Roman can be used in different ways, but the most simple 
meaning is someone who lives in Rome, which, while 
dominated by Latins, was also home to (and at times ruled 
by) an Etruscan minority 

• For centuries before the rise of Rome, Greeks were living 
in Colonoi (colonies) in Southern Italy. 

• Even before the Greeks, the Phoenicians had established 
an empire throughout the Mediterranean, based in the 
North African city of Carthage, but eventually including 
much of the Italian island of Sicily. (not shown on map) 

[Source: Peter Casey, History Teacher] 
 

4. Where in the Italian Peninsula did Italic people mainly live? 
 
 
 
 
 

5. The city of Rome was located along the territorial intersection of which two different ethnic groups? 
 
 
 
 
 

6. What problems might be caused by this location? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* Speakers of an Italic language

Ethnic groups within
the Italian peninsula,
9th-4th centuries BC.
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